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Quantum contract signing has the advantage of unconditional security compared
with classical one. However, the prior works focus on two clients’ case. In this
paper, we give a multiparty quantum contract signing protocol, which allows
multiparty clients to sign an electronic contract simultaneously. The analysis
shows that it not only satisfies the requirements for optimism and fairness but
also can be realized with current technology.
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1 Introduction

Contract signing is considered as a basic procedure in commercial transactions [1].
Traditional contract signing protocols are constrained by time, place and cost. With the
emergence of e-commerce and other online transactions, the traditional contract signing
protocols have been unable to meet the demand for online transactions. Therefore, the
concept of electronic contract signing protocol was proposed [2]. Since fairness is the
primary principle that electronic contract signing protocols must require, more
electronic contract signing protocols took fairness as the research focus [3–7].

However, there exists an important problem that one client may commit on contract but
not get the other’s commitment in the initial electronic contract signing protocols. Moreover,
because of the non-synchronization of the network [8], one client always has more
advantages than other clients. This unfair situation will cause serious outcomes,
especially in a stock market [9]. A possible solution is to introduce a trusted third party
(TTP). Furthermore, Even and Pagnia [10, 11] pointed out that without the involvement of a
TTP, both truly fair electronic contract signing and fair exchange are not feasible. Therefore,
electronic contract signing protocol with TTP is particularly important. Nevertheless, the
involvement of TTP may lead to cryptographic attacks and higher communication costs; in
addition, TTPmay become a key factor that restricts the efficiency of the protocol. Therefore,
how to optimize TTP participation becomes an important issue. The participation of TTP is
optimized from the initial online mode to the off-line mode with stronger practicability [12,
13]. The electronic contract signing protocol with off-line TTP is more advantageous for
TTP is not involved in other stages when no dispute happens.

Many classic electronic contract signing protocols involving three or more clients have
been reported due to its application in real scenarios [14–17], but most of them are based on
mathematical difficult problems and therefore is computationally secure. With the fast
development of computing technology, their security is seriously challenged. Quantum
cryptography are unconditionally secure in theory [18–22]. This is also the case for quantum
contract signing, and therefore it has attracted much attention from researchers and many
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quantum electronic contract signing protocols have been presented
[23–27]. Nevertheless, the prior works mainly deal with the
application scenarios that two clients sign an electronic contract,
but the multiparty case are not covered except a simple
discussion in [9].

In this paper, we firstly study the design for multiparty quantum
contract signing and give a specific protocol, which inherits the
advantages of the prior works such as its unconditional security in
theory and high fairness and so on. Furthermore, this protocol does not
need long-time quantum storage and therefore can be realized with
current technology.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the general model of multiparty quantum contract
signing, and then present a multiparty quantum contract signing
protocol in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyse its correctness,
security and efficiency. Finally, we draw a conclusion in Section 5.

2 The model

The model of quantum contract signing includes n clients and a
off-line TTP, who communicate with each other via classical and
quantum channels. The channels are required to be authenticated in
the model. The model consists of three phases: initializing phase,
exchanging phase and binding phase. Specifically, in the initializing
phase, the keys used for clients’ commitment on an electronic
contract are established with the help of TTP. Then the clients
exchange their commitment on the contract using the way of bit by
bit in the exchanging phase, and TTP does not participate in the
phase. When there is a dispute among clients, the binding phase is
activated and TTP makes a judgement on the valid of commitment
according to the testimonies submitted by the clients.

2.1 The initializing phase

• Preparing and distributing quantum states. TTP prepares n
sets of quantum states ⊗N

i�1|φ〉Pj

i (j � 1, 2, . . . , n), and then
sends them to n clients P1, P2, . . ., Pn, respectively.

• Providing state information. TTP provides each client Pj with
N
n of the classical descriptionC

Pk for k = 1, 2, . . ., j − 1, j + 1, . . .,
n, corresponding to a set ΓPj , denoted as CPkPj .

• Measuring quantum states. Each client Pj measures the
quantum states distributed by TTP and keeps the
measurement outcome CPj′ .

• Assigning identifier number. TTP assigns a unique identifier
number I to all the data, which is used to link a specific
contract C in the exchanging phase.

2.2 The exchanging phase

• Computing Hash value. All the clients compute the Hash value
of the contract C, the identifier number I and some restriction.

• Exchanging information. All clients exchange their respective
measurement results with each other in the way of 2 bits by 2 bits.

• Completing commitment. Each of clients gets the others’
commitments on the contract C.

2.3 The binding phase

When a dispute happens, the binding phase is activated.

• Submitting testimonies. TTP requires that all clients send their
respective testimonies to him.

• Making judgement. TTP makes a judgement on the valid of
commitment according to the testimonies submitted by the
clients.

3 The protocol

Assume that n + 1 participants are P1, P2, . . ., Pn in the protocol,
and they will sign an electronic contract as follows.

3.1 The initializing phase

This phase can be divided into four steps (please see Figure 1).

(1) TTP prepares n sets of quantum states ⊗N
i�1|φ〉P1

i , ⊗N
i�1|φ〉P2

i , /,
⊗N
i�1|φ〉Pn

i , and each state |φ〉Pj

i is randomly chosen from the set

FIGURE 1
Depiction of initializing phase. TTP prepares n sets of quantum
states. Then TTP sends the identifier number I, ⊗N

i�1|φ〉Pj

i and classical
description of other clients’ states corresponding to the set ΓPj to Pj. Pj
measures each |φ〉Pj

i with Z-basis or X-basis randomly for i = 1, 2,
. . ., N, and then keeps the measurement outcome CPj′ .
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{|0〉, |1〉, | + 〉, | − 〉} for i = 1, 2, . . ., N and j = 1, 2, . . ., n, where
N = kn. Moreover, quantum states |0〉, |1〉, | + 〉 and | − 〉 are
denoted as classical bits 00, 01, 10 and 11, respectively, and thus
the corresponding classical description for the n sets of quantum
states can be represented as CP1 � CP1

1 ‖CP1
2 ‖/‖CP1

N ,
CP2 � CP2

1 ‖CP2
2 ‖/‖CP2

N , . . ., CPn � CPn
1 ‖CPn

2 ‖/‖CPn
N , where

C
Pj

i � C
Pj

i1 ‖C
Pj

i2 ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} for i = 1, 2, . . ., N and j = 1,
2, . . ., n, the notation ‖ denotes the concatenation between bits.
Then he assigns a unique identifier number I to all data so that it
can be linked to a specific contract C in the exchanging phase.

(2) TTP provides a set ΓPj that includes N
n indices randomly chosen

from a set Γ for each client Pj (j = 1, 2, . . ., n), where Γ = {1,
2, . . ., N}.

(3) For each client Pj (j = 1, 2, . . ., n), TTP provides Pj with N
n of the

classical description CPk for k = 1, 2, . . ., j − 1, j + 1, . . ., n
corresponding to the set ΓPj , denoted as CPkPj . Then TTP sends
the identifier number I and quantum states ⊗N

i�1|φ〉Pj

i to Pj while
keeping the remaining classical description CPjT for j = 1,
2, . . ., n.

(4) For each client Pj (j = 1, 2, . . ., n), when receiving the
quantum sates ⊗N

i�1|φ〉Pj

i , Pj immediately measures each
|φ〉Pj

i with Z-basis or X-basis randomly for i = 1, 2, . . ., N,
and then uses the classical bits 00, 01, 10 and 11 to represent
the measurement outcome |0〉, |1〉, | + 〉 and | − 〉,
respectively, denoted as C

Pj′
i � C

Pj′
i1 ‖C

Pj′
i2 ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11}.

Finally, Pj keeps the measurement outcome

CPj′ � C
Pj′
1 ‖CPj′

2 ‖/‖CPj′
N , the identifier number I, the classical

description CPkPj and the indices ΓPj .

3.2 The exchanging phase

Suppose that all the n clients P1, P2, . . ., Pn agree on a contract C,
the identifier number I that they want to use, and the time duration
restriction t. Then they commit the contract C by the following
exchange phase (please see Figure 2). Without loss of generality,
assume that P1 is the initiator.

(1) All the clients compute the Hash value

H C‖I‖t( ) � h1‖h2‖/‖h2N, (1)
whereH(·): (0,1)*→ (0,1)2N is a collision-free hash function, used to
generate a digest.

(2) If P1 agrees to sign the contract C, he computes

CP̃1′
1 � CP1′

1 ⊕ h1‖h2; (2)
otherwise, he computes

CP̃1′
1 � CP1′

1 ⊕ h1‖h2 ⊕ 01. (3)
Then he sends CP̃1′

1 to other n − 1 clients.

(3) For each Pj (j = 2, 3, . . ., n), if he has not received CP̃1′
1 in the time

duration restriction t, he immediately contacts TTP to perform
the binding phase. Otherwise, he checks whether the index 1 is
in ΓPj or not. If the index 1 is not in ΓPj , Pj performs the similar
actions as P1 does in Step (2), i.e., if he agrees to sign the contract
C, he computes

FIGURE 2
Depiction of exchanging phase. All clients simultaneously commit on the contract C through exchanging their classical information with the way of
2 bits by 2 bits.
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C
P̃j′
1 � C

Pj′
1 ⊕ h1‖h2; (4)

otherwise, he computes

C
P̃j′
1 � C

Pj′
1 ⊕ h1‖h2 ⊕ 01. (5)

Then he sends C
P̃j′
1 to other n − 1 clients. If the index 1 is in ΓPj ,

he computes

CP̃1
1 � CP1

1 ⊕ h1‖h2, (6)
and then checks whether

CP̃1
1 � CP̃1′

1 (7)
holds or not. If the first bit of CP̃1

1 is the same as that of CP̃1′
1 but Eq.7

does not hold, Pj also immediately contacts TTP to perform the
binding phase. In other cases, Pj also performs the similar actions as
P1 does in Step (2). This step is sequentially executed until each
client has received the others’ first 2 bits and confirmed their
validity.

(4) P1 performs the similar actions as that he does in Step (2), i.e., if
he agrees to sign the contract C, he computes

CP̃1′
2 � CP1′

2 ⊕ h3‖h4; (8)
otherwise, he computes

CP̃1′
2 � CP1′

2 ⊕ h3‖h4 ⊕ 01. (9)
Then he sends CP̃1′

2 to other n − 1 clients. Other n − 1 clients
performs the similar actions as that they does in Step (3). This step is
also sequentially executed until each client has received the others’
second 2 bits and confirmed their validity.

(5) The similar procedure is repeated until each client has received
all the others’ bits and confirmed their validity.

3.3 The binding phase

Without loss of generality, suppose that dispute appears at themth
round and TTP requires that all clients send their respective testimonies
to him. After receiving all the clients’ testimonies, if all of them accept
the validity of the contractC or reject it, then TTP confirms and keeps it
in case of possible dispute in future. Otherwise, TTP just considers the
testimonies submitted by the clients who want to bind the contract C.
Furthermore, as long as one of the testimonies passes his verification,
TTP declares the contract C is valid. Specifically, after receiving all
clients’ testimonies, TTP only checks the part submitted by P1, P2, . . .,
Pkwhowant to bind the contractC. The check process can be described
as follows (please see Figure 3).

(1) For the testimonies I, H(C, I, t) and CP̃j′ �
C
P̃j′
1 ‖CP̃j′

2 ‖/‖CP̃j′
m (j � 1, 2, . . . , n) submitted by P1, TTP

computes

C
Pj″
i � C

P̃j′
i ⊕ h2i−1‖h2i for i � 1, 2, . . . , m and j � 1, 2, . . . , n, (10)

For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ (Γ − ΓP1 ), if the first bit of C
Pj″
i is

equal to the one of C
Pj

i , i.e., C
Pj″
i1 � C

Pj

i1 , TTP checks whether

C
Pj″
i � C

Pj

i , then he counts the number ne of C
Pj″
i that satisfies

this condition. After that, he computes the ratio ρ � ne
nt
, where nt

is the total number of C
Pj″
i that should satisfy

C
Pj″
i1 � C

Pj

i1 (i ∈ (Γ − ΓP1 )). By simply computing, it can be found

nt ≈ N
4 . Finally, he checks whether the in equation

ρ> α (11)
holds or not, where α is a parameter independently chosen by TTP
according to some publicly-known distribution pm(α). If Eq.11 holds
for j = 1, 2, . . ., n, then TTP confirms the validity of the commitment
on the contract C while signing an authorized document for all
clients to declare that the hash value H(C, I, t) is valid, and the
binding phase is completed. Otherwise, TTP continues to perform
the next step.

(2) TTP performs a similar check on the testimonies I,H(C, I, t) and

CP̃j′ � C
P̃j′
1 ‖CP̃j′

2 ‖/‖CP̃j′
m (j � 1, 2, . . . , n) submitted by P2.

(3) The similar procedure is repeated until the check on the last
client Pk’s testimonies is completed.

Finally, if all the k clients’ testimonies cannot pass the check,
TTP declares that the commitment on the contract C is invalid.
Finally, he keeps the verdict in both cases.

4 The analysis

4.1 Correctness

Theorem 1. Either each of n clients gets the other n − 1 ones’
commitment on the contract C, or none of them gets any
commitment on the contract C in the above protocol.

FIGURE 3
Depiction of binding phase. TTP checks the testimonies
submitted by the clients who want to bind the contract C and then
gives a verdict on the validity of all clients’ commitment according to
the check outcome.
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Proof. It can be seen that if all n clients perform this protocol
honestly in the exchanging phase, then each of them will get the
other n − 1 clients’ commitment on the contract C. In the binding
phase, TTP signs an authorized document for all clients to confirm
the validity of commitment on the contract C, or declares that the
commitment on the contract C is invalid, which means that either
each of n clients gets the others’ commitment, or none of them gets
any commitment in both cases.

Therefore, this protocol can be correctly completed.

4.2 Optimistic

In an ideal scenario, all clients perform this protocol honestly,
then each will get the other n − 1 clients’ commitment on the
contract C simultaneously. In this case, TTP does not need to be
involved, and therefore this protocol is optimistic.

4.3 Fairness

As we know, if a cryptographic protocol is secure against
participant attacks, then it must be also secure for external
opponents. This is also the case for quantum contract signing,
and therefore the main security goal of this protocol is to prevent
the attacks from legal participants, i.e., how to guarantee the fairness
that each client will get the others’ commitment or none of them will
get the commitment from anyone else [9, 23–27].

As mentioned in Section 2, a cryptographic hash functionH(·) is
used to generate a digest in this protocol. Clearly, if a dishonest client
has unlimited computational resources, then he can find a collision,
i.e.,H(C‖I‖t) =H(C′‖I‖t), which will give him a good chance to bind
a different contract C′. Nevertheless, as pointed out in [24], “given a
particular hash function H(·), it is negligible that other collisions
different from the contract C would still represent meaningful
contracts, let alone contracts that would be favorable to the
dishonest one”. Consequently, we do not consider the collision
attack any longer here.

Before proving the fairness, we firstly define some probabilities
as follows.PPaTPb(m, α): Probability that Pa passes TTP’s test on Pb’s

bits CP̃b′ � CP̃b′
1 ‖CP̃b′

2 ‖/‖CP̃b′
m for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ (Γ − ΓPa ),

hereafter a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . ., n}.PPbTPa(m, α): Probability that Pb

passes TTP’s test on Pa’s bits CP̃a′ � CP̃a′
1 ‖CP̃a′

2 ‖/‖CP̃a′
m for

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ (Γ − ΓPb ).PPbPaS(m, α): Probability that Pb

passes Pa’s test on his bits CP̃b′ � CP̃b′
1 ‖CP̃b′

2 ‖/‖CP̃b′
m for

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ ΓPa .PPaPbS(m, α): Probability that Pa passes Pb’s

test on his bits CP̃a′ � CP̃a′
1 ‖CP̃a′

2 ‖/‖CP̃a′
m for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ ΓPb .

It should be noted that the communication channels in this
protocol are authenticated, and thus the attacks from external
opponents need not be considered. Consequently, we only
consider the possible participant attacks: one is dishonest clients
want to get the others’ commitment on the contract C but make the
others not obtain theirs by sending fake bits in the exchanging phase,

and the other is that they send forgery testimonies to TTP in the
binding phase in order to get a certified copy of the different
contract C′.

Firstly, we analyze the possibility of the first kind of attack.
Without loss of generality, assume that Pb is a dishonest client who
wants to get Pa’s commitment on the contract C but make Pa not
obtain his in the exchanging phase. To attain this goal, a possible way
is to send some fake bits to Pa in the exchanging phase. Nevertheless,

he must make Pa’s testimony CP̃b′ � CP̃b′
1 ‖CP̃b′

2 ‖/‖CP̃b′
m sent by himself

not satisfy Eq.13, i.e.,

ρ � ne
nt
≤ α5ne ≤ αnt, (12)

which means when the communication was interrupted at the

mth round, he must send at least (1 − α)nt such CP̃b′
i that satisfies

CPb″
i � CP̃b′

i ⊕ h2i−1‖h2iandCPb″
i1 � CPb

i1 ,butC
Pb″
i2 ≠ CPb

i2 ,

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} ∩ (Γ − ΓPa ). Since Pb has no way to distinguish

the index i of CP̃b′
i from ΓPa and Γ − ΓPa , his deception will be

detected by Pa with the probability

PfPa
� 1 − PPbPaS m, α( )
� 1 − 3

4
( )

4 1−α( )nt

≈ 1 − 3
4

( )
1−α( )N

,

(13)

which is exponentially close to 1. Therefore, the successful
probability

Pch m, α( ) � 1 − PfPa

� 3
4

( )
4 1−α( )nt

≈
3
4

( )
1−α( )N

(14)

for Pb to cheat is negligible. Furthermore, when a dispute appears,
TTP will sign an authorized document for all clients to declare that
the hash value h* = H(C, I, t) is valid, whereby each can obtain a
certified copy of the contract C, which implies that the difference
between Pa’s probability P

Pa
bind(m, α) and Pb’s probability PPb

bind(m, α)
to bind the contract C is equal to Pch(m, α), i.e.,

|PPb
bind m, α( ) − PPa

bind m, α( )| � Pch m, α( )< ε, (15)
here ε is any given real positive number.

Secondly, we analyze the possibility of the second kind of attack.
Without loss of generality, we also assume that Pb is dishonest.
Differing from the first one, Pb directly forges the testimonies H(C′,
I, t) and CP̃a′ in this case, and then sends them to TTP for getting a
certified copy of forgery contract C′. To attain this goal, he must
make them satisfy Eq. 12, i.e.,

ρ � ne
nt
> α5ne > αnt ≈

N

4
α. (16)

That is to say, when the communication is interrupted at the mth

round, he must forge at least αnt such CÃ′
i that satisfies

CPa″
i � CP̃a′

i ⊕ h2i−1‖h2i, CPa″
i1 � CPa

i1 , and CPa″
i2 � CPa

i2 ,
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i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} ∩ (Γ − ΓPb ). For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} ∩ (Γ − ΓPb ), it
will be in ΓPb and Γ − ΓPb with the probability 1

n and
n−1
n , respectively.

Furthermore, when the index i is in Γ − ΓPb , the probability that CP̃a′
i

matches with CPa
i is not more than 1

4. Therefore, the successful

probability is

Pch′ m, α( ) � Cr
m

1
4n

( )
r 4n − 1

4n
( )

m−r
+ Cr+1

m

1
4n

( )
r+1 4n − 1

4n
( )

m−r−1

+/ + Cm−1
m

1
4n

( )
m−1 4n − 1

4n
( ) + Cm

m

1
4n

( )
m

< m − r + 1( )Cr
m

1
4n

( )
r 4n − 1

4n
( )

m−r

≈ m − ⌈αN
4
⌉ + 1( )C

⌈αN
4⌉

m
1
4n

( )
⌈αN

4⌉ 4n − 1
4n

( )
m−⌈αN

4⌉
,

(17)
which is exponentially close to 0, here r � �αN

4 �, the notation �·�
denotes the top integral function, and Cr

m � m × (m−1) ×/× (m−r+1)
r × (r−1) ×/× 1 .

Accordingly, the successful probability Pch′ (m, α) for Pb to cheat is
also negligible. Note that we can adjust the threshold value α

according to both the practical noise and measurement errors to
guarantee its security in a non-ideal case, the analysis is similar.

4.4 Efficiency

Compared with two-party protocols in [23–27], the number n of
clients in this protocol can be larger than three and is flexible.
Nevertheless, this protocol needs to prepare and transit o(nN) qubits,
which is about n

2 times of two-party protocols. At the same time, it
requires to transit o(2N(n + 1) (n− 1)) bits, which is also about n2 times of
two-party protocols. Therefore, both the communication complexity
and resource consumption is about n2 times of two-party protocols, which
means its efficiency is about 2

n of two-party protocols.

5 Conclusion

To sum up, we firstly study the design of multiparty quantum
contract signing and give a specific protocol. The analysis shows that
it is optimistic and fair. Furthermore, this protocol does not need
long-time quantum storage, and therefore can be realized with
current technology. We hope this work can provide more
enlightenment for the future practicability of multiparty
electronic contract signing protocol.
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